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Abstract 
Despite decent macroeconomic growth during the last 14        
years, Eastern Indonesia is still plagued by persistent income         
poverty and rising income inequalities. Most analyses have        
proposed three causes for this lack of inclusive growth: lack of           
access to productive employment opportunities, unequal      
access to opportunities due to weak human capital and         
uneven playing field in term of physical infrastructure and         
capital ownership, and inadequate provision of social safety        
nets. Various development programs targeted to resolve       
these issues have had limited success. This presentation        
argues that the very root of the problem is actually due to the             
existence of extractive traditional social institutions. That is,        
some Indonesian traditional societies organise themselves      
such that a few select sections of society receive privileges at           
the expense of the rest of society. The indigenous hereditary slavery institution in Sumba and the caste system in Bali                    
and   are   used   as   the   case   studies   in   this   presentation. 
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Event is followed by films screening of:  Dangdut Karawang & Devil Shadow on             
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